The seminar/workshop from “Predesign to Design Concept” is the second phase of the mission to bring the awareness of “Pre-Design” to the architectural community in India. This effort started by Ar. Naresh Shah has culminated in the publication of a book on predesign by COA and its inclusion in the FTP program.

As a starting point of this seminar, familiarity with the predesign theory and process by the participants is required. This seminar/workshop is a long-awaited follow-up to the predesign namely, proceeding with design based on predesign theory. The workshop starts with the given program and goes through the design process in a step by step process, combining theory, presentations, discussions, field visits, imagination, design revision in workshop mode, followed by design jury.

This seminar/workshop will give the faculty hands on exposure to the design activity in a systematic and “teachable” manner. It is hoped that this concept of “Predesign as a prelude to Design” will be conveyed to the students of their respective institute and foster a spirit of sharing this experience with the architectural community at large.

Registration Process: Teachers/architects who wish to register for the training program either under collaborative Training Program or as independent individual may do so by filling up the attached google form.

Registration Fees (Independent Individual Registration):
- Rs. 10,000/- (Without accommodation)
- Rs. 15,000/- (with accommodation on sharing basis)

In case nominated teachers registered for this program under CTP, require provision of accommodation, the facility of accommodation on sharing basis, breakfast and dinner for five days can be availed of by payment of Rs.5,000/- per head by online payment / bank challan.

Kindly mail back scanned images of the proof of payment together with application form duly authenticated by HOD/Principal on ftpcoatrcc.pune@gmail.com, directorcoatrcc@gmail.com and Email id (local coordinator): urvish.lia@laxmi.edu.in

Link for Application Form: https://goo.gl/forms/wAW12nJKpVKBDGHP1
Payment link for online payment / Bank Challan: https://www.onlinesbi.com/sblcollect/lcollecthome.htm?corpiD=872531

Coordinators:
Urvish Bhatt
urvish.lia@laxmi.edu.in | (+91)-98247-94406
Manthan Bhandari
manthan.lia@laxmi.edu.in | (+91)-99790-52955, 0260-6630971